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Poorly defi ned specifi cations – If you go to a factory direct and give the supplier freedom to handle the product design, the fi nal product can be substantially different from your original concept. Also the supplier may think their input means they own the intellectual property rights! For example, if a barcode is too large or too small, it can’t be read by a scanner.
Failure to establish the ‘all-in’ price – You may have to provide equipment to the factory, for example to make sure the design of your logo is right. Buyers also have to look after their own equipment and prevent the supplier from using it to make copies. Stewarding services are available, whereby a third party looks after the equipment when it’s in the factory and removes it when manufacturing is complete. Shipping rates, exchange rate volatility and the cost of emergency visits to the factory should all be considered.

Due diligence – The glitz and glamour at the trade fair may not be a true refl ection of the supplier. In fact, the trade fair representative might be an intermediary or a trader. Information such as business licences and customer references are important, but foreign buyers also need to outsource checks on the supplier’s fi nancial position and work conditions.
Quality control – The supplier’s guarantee is not suffi cient. Factory audits and quality control are essential, otherwise end products can fall far short of the perfect sample.

Project management – Poor business communication is common in China. Buyers need to 

keep a close eye on the status of production, as suppliers are unlikely to come forward with problems because of concerns over losing face or the contract. You will need people ‘on the ground’ to check.

Payments not linked to performance – Structure payment so that quality and performance standards are met. Typically, 30% is paid upfront, with 40% on passing quality control inspection and 30% on receipt and fi nal inspection.

Get local adviceIdentifying, avoiding and overcoming the many challenges of doing business successfully in China requires careful planning, probably with input from someone with plenty of local experience.
With a mix of European and Chinese staff, our AGN associate, Fiducia China, has 30 years’ experience of doing just this and would be happy to help. Please speak to your usual Shipleys contact to effect an introduction.

AGN International is a worldwide association of separate and independent accounting and consulting fi rms. It has more than 200 member fi rms with almost 5,000 offi ces in about 100 countries.

Buying and manufacturing – some common mistakes

News and views 

With the UK economy and those of the wider 
eurozone generally sluggish, reducing costs by 
manufacturing or buying components from 
BRIC countries or selling to customers in these 
growing markets is becoming increasingly 
important.

AGN International member fi rm Fiducia 
Management Consultants in Hong Kong specialises in helping overseas companies do 

business in China. We’ve enlisted their help to 
outline some of the key issues facing foreign 
companies breaking into the Chinese market 
and some of the common pitfalls of buying or 
manufacturing there.

First steps into the Chinese marketUsually foreign companies begin with simple 
export sales to China – with or without the 
help of a local distributor – until they need a 
physical presence in the market, want to provide a better after-sales service or benefi t 

from local production opportunities.
Who is allowed to do business in China?Foreign investment is generally welcomed. 

The latest foreign investment guidance sets 
out which industry sectors are encouraged, 
restricted or prohibited. Occasionally, it is necessary to form a joint venture, possibly 

The Chinese wayAn insight into doing business in China

with the Chinese side holding the majority 
of the shares.

You need to be well prepared when setting 
up a business. Numerous different authorisation bodies are involved and while 

the Chinese Government’s procedures have 
improved a lot in past decades, they are still 
ineffi cient and arbitary. Investors need to be 
prepared to cope with delays and unexpected 
changes in requirements. Even a representative 
offi ce will take at least three months to set up. 

While the Chinese Government’s procedures have improved a lot in past decades, they are still ineffi cient and arbitary. Investors need to be prepared to cope with delays and unexpected changes in requirements.
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Compulsory 
workplace pensions 
on the way

Now that you’ve 
made your will…

As new sources 
of business 
funding emerge, 
we ask: who 
needs banks 
anyway?
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Austerity 
Olympics?
Preparing for 2012 
– a reality check 
on modern times

Also in this issue:
It’s not all about 
the money: Looking 
after your team 
in 2012
 

Residential property:
Helping your children 
onto the property 
ladder and jumping off 
without tax
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all over 
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the UK’s economic saviour?
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The Chinese way
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your children
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Financial and business intelligence

Also in this issue:
Wise up to IR35 rules
Weighing up 
incorporation

Salaries or dividends – which is the best
Client profi le: Eco Age

From catwalk to tax talk, 
ethical debate takes centre stage
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The only way is ethics
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Shipshape through  
the years
Spring 2008 & July 2006 updates



Shipshapes through  
the years
Spring 2001 & 2000 updates



Shipshapes through  
the years
Spring 1996 & Summer 1994 updates

The name Shipshape 
was adopted in 1996

The three column  
layout changed in 1994 
to four columns.



Shipshapes through  
the years
1994 and 1991 updates


